FAST-TRACK YOUR CLOUD JOURNEY WITH MODULAR LANDING ZONES

Our Google Cloud Jumpstart program is designed to accelerate your adoption of Google Cloud through modular landing zones. Landing zones provide a faster and more secure way for your enterprise to deploy, utilize, and scale Google Cloud services, adapting as your organization adds more cloud-based workloads over time.

WHY GOOGLE CLOUD JUMPSTART?

**Governance and Control:** Define and enforce policies related to resource usage, access control, and compliance to streamline management across multiple projects and teams.

**Cost Management:** Achieve efficient resource allocation and visibility to avoid unnecessary expenditure, maximizing your return on investment.

**Security and Compliance:** Establish a consistent security baseline ensuring access controls, encryption, logging, and monitoring to meet your organizational requirements.

GOOGLE CLOUD JUMPSTART ADVANTAGES

**ACCELERATED DEPLOYMENT**
Get your new environment up and running in just two weeks with our readiness checks, workshops, and a foundational setup.

**STANDARDIZATION AND CONSISTENCY**
Leverage infrastructure as code (IaC) for a consistent, secure implementation, following best practices and avoiding misconfigurations. IaC treats your core infrastructure like an application, ensuring uniform deployment.

**WORKLOAD SPECIFICITY**
Implement the right Google Cloud services specific to your workload requirements. Our templates align with workloads such as data analytics, AI/ML, and application management to streamline implementations.

KEY DELIVERABLES

- Architecture vision documentation
- Ready-to-use Google Cloud environment
- Google Cloud Enablement

softserve  Google Cloud
ACCELERATE GOOGLE CLOUD DEPLOYMENTS.
IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

**DESIGN**
- Verify cloud readiness
- Commence workshops
- Adjust design

**GOOGLE CLOUD ENABLEMENT**
- Billing setup
- Create Google account
- Create organization
- Deploy foundation
- Set up cloud governance

**SOLUTION ENABLEMENT**
- Shielded folder setup
- Foundation integration
- Logging
- Access management

**SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION**
- Solution deployment
- *Workload migration
- Unlock business use case

**FOUNDATIONAL GOOGLE CLOUD ENVIRONMENT – 2 WEEKS**

*Workload migration or implementation as it is defined by the solution.

GOOGLE CLOUD EXPERTISE

SoftServe is a Premier Google Cloud Partner with deep and recognized expertise in leveraging advanced technologies like artificial intelligence, machine learning, and data analytics. We've successfully delivered hundreds of projects for clients ranging from Fortune 100 enterprises to digital-native startups.

PROVEN GOOGLE CLOUD SPECIALISTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>120+</th>
<th>700+</th>
<th>100+</th>
<th>50+</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Cloud Enabled Customers</td>
<td>Google Certified Resources</td>
<td>Data Science Experts</td>
<td>Expertise Accreditations</td>
<td>Anthos Fellows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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READY TO GET STARTED? ➔ CONTACT US